WORKBOOK
Looking at Cities
Do you live in a city? If you do, what is your city like? Does it have tall buildings? Does it have big streets? Draw your city in the box.

Fill in the blanks to write about your picture.

This is my ______________.

My city has ______________ and ______________.

Look at the pictures and put a checkmark (√) next to the matching sentences.

1. Cities have busy streets.
   - Cities have large parks.

2. Cities have people everywhere.
   - Cities have buildings everywhere.
Look at the pictures and write the correct words from the Word Bank.

[ Word Bank ]

people  parks  shops  streets  buildings

This is a castle.

- Castles **have** tall towers.
- Castles **have** many windows.
- Castles **have** big gates.

This is a city.
Circle the correct words and find a way to the city.

Cities have...

- busy
- large
- tall

- streets
- parks
- buildings
- people
- shops
- cars
- buildings
- streets
Write T if the sentences match the pictures and F if not.

1. Cities have busy streets. T

2. Cities have large parks. F

3. Cities have people everywhere. T

4. Cities have many shops. F

Put a checkmark (✓) next to the sentences that match the pictures.

1. This is a city. ✓
   - This is a country.

2. Cities have large parks. ✓
   - Cities have many shops.

3. Cities have people everywhere. ✓
   - There are cities all over the world.

4. Cities have busy streets. ✓
   - Cities have parks everywhere.
Look at the pictures and circle the correct words.

building / buildings  
shop / shops  
car / cars  
park / parks

Look at the pictures and circle the correct words to complete the sentences.

Cities have tall (building / buildings).

Cities have many (shop / shops).

Write about your picture above.

This is

This city has
Listen to the sentence and fill in the blanks.

1. Cities have _______ buildings.
2. Cities have _______ streets.
3. Cities have many _______.
4. Cities have _______ _______.
5. There are _______ all over the _______.
Farms have many cows and pigs.

Farms have busy farmers.